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14 questions in this quiz
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What is the Maracanã Stadium in Rio famous for?
Which kind of sports returned to the Olympics in Rio-2016 after a 112-year absence (since 1904)?
Which one of these four fireworks marked the opening Ceremony of the Olympic games in Rio 2016?
The Olympic mascot of Rio 2016 is named after a real person
Who participates in the Olympics for the first time in history this year?
The Olympic Games of 1896 were so unpopular that the Olympics of 1900 and 1904 were combined with the World
Exhibitions
The Olympic motto is the 'Citius, Altius, Fortius', which is Latin for:
Is it true that ancient Greek athletes were nude at the games?
What 5 disciplines did ancient pentathlon include?
What's the slogan of the Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro?
Who of these athletes definitely couldn't win the Olympic Games in 1896?
Three of these mascots were approved as a symbol of the Olympic Games in different years. The fourth wasn't so lucky.
Which one got rejected?
The Olympic rings symbolize:
What color was the first flag flying?
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